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f = λy. y + 1








f = λy : Int. y + 1





A partly typed program—narrowing
let
x = 2
f = 〈Int→ Int⇐ Dyn〉p dλy. y + 1e





A partly typed program—narrowing
let
x = 2
f = 〈Int→ Int⇐ Dyn〉p dλy. ’b’e





Positive (covariant): blame the term contained in the cast
Another partly typed program—widening
let
x = d2e
f = 〈Dyn⇐ Int→ Int〉p (λy : Int. y + 1)





Another partly typed program—widening
let
x = d’a’e
f = 〈Dyn⇐ Int→ Int〉p (λy : Int. y + 1)















(〈Dyn→ Dyn⇐ Int→ Int〉p (λy : Int. y + 1)) d2e
−→




(〈Dyn→ Dyn⇐ Int→ Int〉p (λy : Int. y + 1)) d’a’e
−→
〈Dyn⇐ Int〉p ((λy : Int. y + 1) (〈Int⇐ Dyn〉p̄ d’a’e))
−→
blame p̄
Widening can give rise to negative blame, but never positive blame
The Blame Game—narrowing
(〈Int→ Int⇐ Dyn→ Dyn〉p (λy : Dyn. dy + 1e)) 2
−→




(〈Int→ Int⇐ Dyn→ Dyn〉p (λy : Dyn. d’b’e)) 2
−→
〈Int⇐ Dyn〉p ((λy : Dyn. d’b’e) (〈Dyn⇐ Int〉p̄ 2))
−→
blame p
Narrowing can give rise to positive blame, but never negative blame







dne = 〈Dyn⇐ Int〉 n
dλx. Ne = 〈Dyn⇐ Dyn→ Dyn〉 (λx : Dyn. dNe)
dL Me = (〈Dyn→ Dyn⇐ Dyn〉 dLe) dMe
(slogan due to Bob Harper)
Contracts
Nat = {x : Int | x ≥ 0}
let
x = 〈Nat⇐ Int〉 2
f = 〈Nat→ Nat⇐ Int→ Int〉 (λy : Int. y + 1)








S ′ <: S T <: T ′
S → T <: S ′ → T ′
s implies t
{x : B | s} <: {x : B | t}
Example:
Dyn→ Int <: Int→ Dyn
Int→ Nat <: Nat→ Int
Positive subtype—widening
S <:+ Dyn
S ′ <:− S T <:+ T ′
S → T <:+ S ′ → T ′
s implies t
{x : B | s} <:+ {x : B | t}
Examples:
Int→ Int <:+ Dyn→ Dyn
Nat→ Nat <:+ Int→ Int
Negative subtype—narrowing
Dyn <:− T
S ′ <:+ S T <:− T ′
S → T <:− S ′ → T ′
{x : B | s} <:− {x : B | t}
Examples:
Dyn→ Dyn <:− Int→ Int




′ T <:n T
′
S → T <:n S ′ → T ′
s implies t
{x : B | s} <:n {x : B | t}
Example:
Int→ Int <:n Dyn→ Dyn
Nat→ Nat <:n Int→ Int
And now . . . a theorem!
The Blame Theorem
Consider a source program, where p appears only once.
• If S <:+ T then 〈T ⇐ S〉ps 6−→ blame p.
• If S <:− T then 〈T ⇐ S〉ps 6−→ blame p̄.
The Blame Lemma
Let t be a well-typed term and p be a blame label, and consider all
subterms of t containing p. If
• every cast with label p is a positive subtype,
〈T ⇐ S〉p s has S <:+ T
• every cast with label p̄ is a negative subtype,
〈T ⇐ S〉p̄ s has S <:− T
then t 6−→∗ blame p.

The First Tangram Theorem
S <: T if and only if S <:+ T and S <:− T
The Blame Corollary
Consider a source program, where p appears only once.
• If S <: T then 〈T ⇐ S〉ps 6−→ blame p,blame p̄.
The Second Tangram Theorem
S <:n T if and only if S <:+ T and T <:− S
The Blame Corollaries
Consider a source program, where p appears only once.
• If S <:n T then 〈T ⇐ S〉ps 6−→ blame p.
• If T <:n S then 〈T ⇐ S〉ps 6−→ blame p̄.
Conclusion
A new slogan for type safety
Milner (1978):
Well-typed programs can’t go wrong.
Harper; Felleisen and Wright (1994):
Well-typed programs don’t get stuck.
Wadler and Findler (2008):
Well-typed programs can’t be blamed.
